1. If You're Not Around

10. Don’t Leave

2. I Am a Rambler

11. La Vida Wild

3. Won't You Love Me

12. You Don’t Love Me

4. Gypsy Woman

13. Panic

6. I Don’t Care
7. Scorpion
8. My Baby’s Gone
9. Hard to Get
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I Am a Rambler

5. I Am Not a Lover Anymore
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THE HI-STRUNG RAMBLERS

THIS IS THE THIRD RECORD from the fantastic Hi-Strung
Ramblers the great thing about this record is that it doesn't
sound like the last Ramblers record or the one before that.
The Hi-Strung Ramblers believe it's important to continue to
develop there sound, and they HAVE. What you have here is
a very different Hi-Strung Ramblers, with a new fresh sound
that is sure to make you wanna drink, shout & scream, dance,
and even cry. All the things that you should want to do when
you listen to a fantastic record.
This record was recorded at the Wild studio
I am a Rambler are YOU?
in Hollywood, California September 2010.
Reb Kennedy,Wild Records, December 2011

The Hi-Strung Ramblers would like to thank everyone for their continued support over the past seven
years, its been a fun, wild, booze fed train ride! We
are grateful for having the opportunity to spread our
music all over the world and hope to keep doing so
for as long as we can pick up our instruments. We
send our love to our family, friends, and wild family,
and to Papa Reb for all his hard work in spreading
the Wild sound!
The Hi-Strung Ramblers

Recorded and mixed by Reb Kennedy and Omar
Romero. Produced by Reb/Hayden Kennedy.
Engineered by Omar/Vincent Romero.
Mastered by Reb Kennedy and Dave Williams
at Melrose Music, Hollywood.
To contact Wild Records:
wildrecordsusa.com, wildrecords@yahoo.com
also check us out on myspace and Facebook
All original songs owned by the Hi-Strung
Ramblers. Recording owned by wild records,
no permission is given to reproduce/copy this
record or songs in any way, to do so will be a
violation of copyright laws.
Don’t rip off wild records by putting these song
on blogs or burning this record.
Support Wild Records.and all independent
record labels.
Sleeve designed & printed at The Key Printing
& Binding. www.thekeyprintingandbinding.com.

The record to be called
Iam a Rambler.
1 If your not around
2 Iam a rambler
3 wont you love me
4 Gypsy woman
5 Iam not a lover anymore
6 I donʼt care
7 Scorpion
8 my babyʼs gone
9 Hard to get
10 donʼt leave
11 la vida wild
12 you donʼt love me
13 Panic
This is the third Record from the fantastic Hi strungramblers the great thing
about this record is that it does not sound like the last ramblers record or the
one before that ,the high strungramblersbelive its important to continue to
develop there sound ,and they HAVE
what you have here is a very different Hi strungramblers with a new fresh sound
that is sure to make you wanna drink shout n scream,dance and even cry,
these are all the things that you should want to do when you listen to a
fantastic record,
Iam a Rambler are YOU.
Reb Kennedy wild records Dec 2011

This record was recorded at the wild studio in Hollywood CA Sept 2010
recorded and mixed by Rebkennedy/omarromero
produced by reb /haydenkennedy
engineered by omar/vincentromero
mastered by rebkennedy and davewilliams @melrose music hollywood
sleeve designed and printed @ thekeyprinting@binding.com
The Hi-Strung Ramblers would like to thank everyone for their continued support
over the past 7 years,its been a fun,wild,boozed fed train ride! We are grateful
for having the opportunity to spread our music all over the world and hope to
keep doing so for as long as we can pick up our instruments,,,send our love to
our family ,friends,and wild family
,and to Papa Reb for all his hard work in spreading the Wild sound!
To contact wild records
wildrecordsusa.com
wildrecords@yahoo.com
also check us out on myspace and Facebook

all original songs owned by high strungramblers
recording owned by wild records
No permission is given to reproduce/copy this record or songs in any way,
to do so will be a violation of copyright laws.
Donʼt rip off wild records by putting these song on blogs or burning this record
support wild records.and all independent record labels,

